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Introduction Pensions – Open the box or take the money? 

Lots of people are cashing in their pensions in full - I discuss why this is not 

always the best idea. 

Market Commentary 

Messrs Trump, Putin and Kim Jong-un. Interestingly markets recovered well 

during WW2, even starting a bull run – except the German one. More 
recently the first dawn flight of a missile over Japan - which sent school children scrambling for cover –

resulted in a fall of less than one percent of the Nikkei market index. 

Personal Pension Freedom 

Pensions have changed for the better – you can now take some or your entire fund from age 55 

onwards - and many people are doing just that. 

The Financial Conduct Authority has expressed concern over what is happening with the new flexibility. 

They found that 53% of people accessing their pensions took out the whole of their fund and, 

surprisingly, many banked the money rather than spending it - see my comments below. 

Cashing a pension and banking the money is a strange move since the tax penalties for removing 

funds in full are often punitive and monies moved into the bank are then: 

• Subject to income tax (unlike within a pension where growth is free of tax). 

• Taxed as part of one’s estate on death (pension funds can be directed free of IHT on death). 

• Face charges if later moved into investments to counter inflation. 

Why leave the money in your pension? 

• It will continue to grow largely free of tax 

• It can be directed to your kids on death avoiding Inheritance Tax (not sure if this is a benefit or 
not). 

• Or your spouse can inherit it first – and your kids any residue later on. 

• It can be stripped out tax effectively over a number of years. 



• Most pensions have a wide range of funds – allowing you to vary your risk profile - or even 

switch into a very low risk Building Society style fund. 

• Bespoke ongoing investment advice is available – at a cost 

SUMMARY 

Think carefully before cashing in or drawing on your pension. Once you have accessed it there are 

constraints on what can be put back in. 

At the moment pension tax breaks are almost too good to be true - HMG have over recent years 

significantly reduced the amount that can be invested. 

Your pension has become a thing of value and potentially an inheritance - if you do not need the 

money you should think carefully before cashing it in. If you can afford it, put more in whilst you are 
still allowed to. 

Finally of course you might just need some money when you stop working, especially since your State 

Pension is likely to coincide with your letter from the Queen. 

For more detail see here

Review & New service 

Our offer of a free review of your existing investments or a strategy report for new investment clients 

is still open; call us if you would like a chat. 

And finally…

Please continue the feedback – telephone us or send an email. In the next edition I look at active vs 

passive investing. 

P.S. 

Addicted. Depression is on the increase with the NHS disclosing that an all-time record number of anti-

depressants were prescribed in 2016. I reckon electronic addiction is partly to blame. 

E-addiction is easily demonstrated by taking a mobile phone off anyone under age 20 - they will exhibit 

signs of anxiety, stress and restlessness, leading to them becoming totally distraught. 

Other signs of addiction include being unable to make eye contact, (being) unable to finish a sentence 

when a phone pings (even someone else’s) and feeling that it is unreasonable to have to wait till the 

following day for an Amazon delivery. 

From an investment perspective I will however be re-visiting (currently unpopular) Technology funds 

on the basis of if you can’t beat ‘em….. 

P.P.S. 

Don’t forget to like our Facetube account and to check out our bird thing. 
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